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Abstract

When making a mistake, individuals are willing to apologize to secure further cooperation, even if the
apology is costly. Similarly, individuals arrange commitments to guarantee that an action such as a co-
operative one is in the others’ best interest, and thus will be carried out to avoid eventual penalties for
commitment failure. Hence, both apology and commitment should go side by side in behavioral evolu-
tion. Here we discuss our work published in [6], wherein we study the relevance of a combination of
those two strategies in the context of the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (IPD). We show that apologizing
acts are rare in non-committed interactions, especially whenever cooperation is very costly, and that ar-
ranging prior commitments can considerably increase the frequency of such behavior. In addition, we
show that with or without commitments, apology resolves conflicts only if it is sincere, i.e. costly enough.
Most interestingly, our model predicts that individuals tend to use much costlier apology in committed
relationships than otherwise, because it helps better identify free-riders such as fake committers.

Summary
Apology is perhaps the most powerful and ubiquitous mechanism for conflict resolution [1, 9], especially
among individuals involving in long-term repeated interactions (such as a marriage). An apology can resolve
a conflict without having to involve external parties (e.g. teachers, parents, courts), which may cost all sides
of the conflict significantly more. Evidence supporting the usefulness of apology abounds, ranging from
medical error situations to seller-customer relationships [1]. Apology has been implemented in several
computerized systems such as human-computer interaction and online markets so as to facilitate users’
positive emotions and cooperation [11, 12].

The iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (IPD) has been the standard model to investigate conflict resolution
and the problem of the evolution of cooperation in repeated interaction settings [2, 10]. This IPD game is
usually known as a story of tit-for-tat (TFT), which won both Axelrod’s tournaments [2]. TFT cooperates
if the opponent cooperated in the previous round, and defects if the opponent defected. But if there can
be erroneous moves due to noise (i.e. an intended move is wrongly performed), the performance of TFT
declines, because an erroneous defection by one player leads to a sequence of unilateral cooperation and
defection. A generous version of TFT, which sometimes cooperates even if the opponent defected [8], can
deal with noise better, yet not thoroughly. For these TFT-like strategies, apology is modeled implicitly as
one or more cooperative acts after a wrongful defection.

In our recent work [6], we describe a model containing strategies that explicitly apologize when making
an error between rounds. An apologizing act consists in compensating the co-player an appropriate amount
(the higher the more sincere), in order to ensure that this other player cooperates in the next actual round.
As such, a population consisting of only apologizers can maintain perfect cooperation. However, other



behaviors that exploit such apology behavior could emerge, such as those that accept apology compensation
from others but do not apologize when making mistakes (fake apologizers), destroying any benefit of the
apology behavior. Resorting to the evolutionary game theory [10], we show that when the apology occurs
in a system where the players first ask for a commitment before engaging in the interaction [4, 5, 7, 3], this
exploitation can be avoided. Our results lead to the following conclusions: (i) Apology alone is insufficient
to achieve high levels of cooperation; (ii) Apology supported by prior commitment leads to significantly
higher levels of cooperation; (iii) Apology needs to be sincere to function properly, whether in a committed
relationships or commitment-free ones (which is in accordance with existing experimental studies, e.g. in
[9]); (iv) A much costlier apology tends to be used in committed relationships than in commitment-free
ones, as it can help better identify free-riders such as fake apologizers: ‘commitments bring about sincerity’.

As apology [11, 12] and commitment [13, 14] have been widely studied in AI and Computer Science,
for example, about how these mechanisms can be formalized, implemented, and used to enhance cooper-
ation in human-computer interactions and online market systems [11, 12], as well as general multi-agent
systems [14, 13], our study would provide important insights for the design and deployment of such mech-
anisms; for instance, what kind of apology should be provided to customers when making mistakes, and
whether apology can be enhanced when complemented with commitments to ensure better cooperation, e.g.
compensation from customers for wrongdoing.
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